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Words from Our Chairman 
 
We braved another winter season and nice weather is upon us again. 
  
Although most of us hibernate our MGT's during the colder months, Milt Babirak and I took  
the last week in January and migrated to Florida to visit as far south as Key West. We took the 
Auto Train from Lorton, Virginia to Sanford, Florida and drove each of our MGT-D's the rest  
of the way. Naturally we prepared for just about any mechanical failure but are happy to say  
that we made the entire trip without incident. Overall each day was an adventure and we enjoyed 
ourselves. Currently plans are being made for another Florida trip in early 2016 and encourage members to join. A few 
pictures and some narrative follows in this issue of the TSR. 
  
During the first weekend in May the Club will be holding the Mini-GOF in Shepherdstown, West Virginia at the 
elegant Bavarian Inn. The Mini-GOF will have several activities including a visit to Antietam battleground, a tasting 
tour of a winery as well as a chance to visit Shepherdstown.  Please contact Lin Snyder snydelf@aol.com if you 
haven't already. To take a phrase from the Bavarian Inn - "The only thing we overlook is the Potomac". 
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Following the Mini-GOF we will be hosting the Original British Car Day (OBCD) the first weekend in June. This 
signature event is looked forward to each year by fellow British Car enthusiasts as well as the general public. Let John 
Tokar jtokar51@verizon.net hear from you if can volunteer to help with the show. 
  
I received an email from Steve Barry sjberry@yahoo.com at 301-943-5449 who asked if a member would be able to 
make an appearance with of a 1953 MG-TD for his father's 80th birthday party this May. It would be a nice gesture on 
our part and he is willing to pay for the service. (His email is in the Want Ads). 
  
 Safety Fast!                                                     Your Chairman, Shaun English 
 

Chapter Officers 
 
Chairman   Vice Chairman  Secretary/ Treasurer  
Shaun P. English  (Volunteer Needed!)  Michelle Cattaneo 
9318 Brambly Lane      772 Oak Grove Circle 
Alexandria, VA 22039-3010     Severna Park, MD 21146 
(703) 229-3317       (410) 647-6060 
spenglish@aol.com       mcatta6799@aol.com  
 
Membership Chairman Events Chairman  Regalia Chairman 
Milton Babirak   Lin Snider   Lin Snider (Acting) 
47539 Coldspring Place  P.O. Box 145   (Volunteer Needed!) 
Sterling, VA 20165-7446 Walkersville, MD 21793   
(703) 406-4753   (301) 845-6381 
mbabirak@babirakcarr.com  snidelf@aol.com  
 
Technical Advisor  Newsletter Editor  Historian 
Charlie Adams   Stephen R. Woodall, Ph.D. (Volunteer Needed!) 
8406 Westpointe Drive  8180 Cottage Rose Court 
Fairfax Station, VA 22039 Fairfax Station, VA 22039 
(703) 582-3757   (703) 201-3212 
charlieadamsmg@gmail.com   swoodall@exploit-the-future.com   
 
Chairwoman Emeritus Webmaster 
Ruth Renkenberger  Chris Kintner 
8245 Ingleton Circle  chris.kintner@comcast.net  
Easton, MD 21601 
(410) 822-6061 
renk@atlanticbb.net  
 
 

From the Editor 
 
I hope you enjoy this SPRING 2015 issue of THE SQUARE RIGGER, our club’s quarterly newsletter. To make 
future editions more fun and interesting, I encourage you please to send me pictures of your cars, and stories about 
them, interesting articles about other MG cars, or anything else you think our readership will enjoy!  Humor is 
welcome!   
                                                               

Flexibly yours, Stephen Woodall 
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Welcome to New Members 

We send a warm welcome to the following new members: 

Steve & Harriett Goldman / saghnoldnews@msn.com / Home Phone: 410-226-1099 / They have a white 1952 MGTD. 
Steve & Harriett live in Oxford, Maryland and he joined us for the Fall Ramble. 

Stephen & Vickie Smith / ssmith15@cox.net / Home Phone: 703-321-0913 / They have a 1952 MGTD and a 1965 
MGB.   Stephen bought his case from Wayne Cassini at F-40 and is seeking technical advice concerning his car.  He is 
hoping to attend the OBCD at Lilypons this year.  

 

 

Recent Chapter Events 

1st Annual Winter Tour 2015 --- Invasion of the Florida Keys 
Friday, the 23rd of January through Sunday, the 1st of February 2015  

 
Chapter President, Shaun English, and Milton Babirak took their MGTDs to the Florida Keys earlier this year for the 
“1st Annual Winter Tour” from Friday, the 23rd of January 23 through Sunday, the 1st of February 2015. They took the 
Amtrak Autotrain from Lorton, Virginia to Sanford, Florida, just outside of Orlando. The train left in the late afternoon 
and travelled overnight, arriving in Sanford at 9:30 am the next morning. The accommodations and berths were clean 
and comfortable and the food in the dining car was excellent. Shaun and Milt then drove their MGTDs from Sanford 
down the middle of the Florida peninsula to the Keys. The northern most Key is Key Largo and the road connecting all 
of the Keys via numerous bridges is Route 1, aka “the Overseas Highway.” It is about 115 miles long and ends at Key 
West. The views from these bridges of the Florida Sound, Atlantic Ocean and the various Keys is one of the most 
beautiful drives in the US. The weather was great. 
 

              
      Off the Train in Florida                 On a Lovely Beach in Key West            On the Road in the Sunshine       
 
Our 2nd Annual Winter Tour is already being planned for late January or February in 2016. This trip may be to the 
Tampa-St. Petersburg area, on the Gulf Coast.  If you have an interest in coming along with us, please contact Shaun 
or Milt! 
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Winter Eat Out 2015 

Sunday, the 15th of February 2015 

Our 2015 Winter Eat Out event was held again at the beautiful Trump Golf Club, thanks to Milton Babirak.  Pictures! 

 

            

 

                            xx                                                                                                  

“Rolling Into Spring” Parade 

Saturday, the 4th of April 2015 
 
The Classic Motor Museum in St. Michaels, Maryland held a "Rolling into Spring" event, with a classic car parade on 
Saturday, the 4th of April at 10 a.m.  Shaun English and Milton Babirak attended with their cars.  The Parade attracted 
about 40 classic cars.  This parade was for the benefit of the Museum, with which our Chapter has a special 
relationship. The Museum has put up a building on the Museum property, since we were there at the Fall Ramble.  It is 
an original building from the 1860s.  Can’t wait to see it full of classic cars! 
 

                                            
                                 Parade View from an MGTD    Cars Assembled at the Museum 
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Upcoming Chapter & Chapter-Related Events 
 

Mini-Gof 2015 
 
Our 2015 Mini-GoF is all set to occur, and coming up soon!   It will run from Friday, the 1st of May through Sunday, 
the 3rd of May 2015.   Planned for lovely Shepherdstown, West Virginia, there will be lots to see and do! 
 
Lots on what happened in the Summer Edition of The Square Rigger! 
 

The 38th Original British Car Day 

Sunday, the 7th of June 2015 
 

Our 38th Annual Meet of the Original British Car Day (OBCD) is scheduled for Sunday, the 7th of June 2015 at 
Lilypons Water Gardens in Adamstown, Maryland.  All hands are needed to help with the show this year so give me 
call (410-775-0500) or drop me an email (jtokar51@verizon.net) to confirm your participation!   I am especially 
looking for some assistance from our new members.  A few of you have already signed up and your help is greatly 
appreciated.  

This year’s Featured Marque will be the MGA, in honor of its 60th Anniversary.  I’ve been in touch with the local 
chapter of the NAMGAR and the word is out. We can expect a good turnout of MGA’s this year! 

So don’t be shy, give me a call and do your part in running a car show that has gained national reputation!  

We look forward to seeing you on Sunday, June 7, 2015! 

Fall Ramble 2015 

Chestertown and Rock Hall, Maryland 

30 October through 1 November 2015 
 
The votes are in and counted, and the Chapter membership has opted to hold this year's Fall Ramble in conjunction 
with the annual ‘Downrigging’ event in Chestertown, MD, which was described in the previous message soliciting 
votes between this option and another based around Fredrick, MD.  (We plan to make a trip to Fredrick, MD the focus 
of the 2016 Ramble.)  
 
We have reserved a block of rooms at the Osprey Point Inn and Marina (www.ospreypoint.com) twelve miles from 
downtown Chestertown. As you will see from the web site, the Osprey Point is a tasteful, attractive inn right on the 
water with its own marina.  We have reserved a block of 13 rooms, but there is a strict deadline of May 15 for all those 
interested in participating in this year's Ramble to book their room.  This can done on line or by calling 410 639 
2194.  Be certain to identify yourself as a member of the Chesapeake Chapter group.  Room rates run from $195 to 
$280, and the Osprey Point is offering a 10% discount off those prices for the group. There is a variety of room 
choices, both in the main building and in a converted barn on the premises.  When calling, you will probably speak 
with Terry (the innkeeper) or Jessica (in charge of the marina).  The dates are Friday, 30 October and Saturday, 31 
October. 
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A large part of the excitement of Downrigging Weekend is the opportunity to sail on one of the many ships and boats 
participating in the event.  While the Downrigging 2015 schedule has not yet been posted, we expect it to closely 
resemble that of 2014, which is still on the site as a point of reference.  As part of the overall Ramble schedule, we 
propose that all those interested in sailing book for the Saturday morning sail (October 31) on the Kalmar Nyckel, the 
largest ship in the flotilla.  The Kalmar Nyckel is a replica of a 17th Century Dutch trading vessel, and will probably be 
illustrated on the Downrigging web site when the 2015 schedule is posted.  Again, all those who are interested in 
sailing should book as soon as possible by calling 410 778 5954.  This is the phone of the Sultana Foundation, one of 
the local sponsors of Downrigging, and the group that handles reservations for the sailing. The morning sail on 
Saturday will very likely be from 10:00AM to 12:30PM, as with last year's schedule.  Last year, the cost was $55 per 
person.  In case of inclement weather which prevents sailing, a full refund will be forthcoming.  Transportation from 
the Osprey Point to Chestertown for this sail will be arranged. The second half of Saturday will be a scenic drive in the 
vicinity of Chestertown/Rock Hall, and of course the traditional Saturday night dinner and meeting, at the Osprey 
Point Inn. 
 
Please book your room at the Osprey Point and, if interested, on the Kalmar Nyckel as soon as possible to avoid 
disappointment. 
 
Your fall Ramble Committee is now moving to put together an exciting, enjoyable 2015 Ramble. Other events, 
including the traditional Saturday night dinner and group meeting, and at least one scenic drive in the vicinity of 
Chestertown, will also be included in this year's Fall Ramble.  We're excited about this year's Ramble, which will 
provide a bit of a different experience from previous years, as we will be part of a large, vibrant, and educational event 
which will provide something for everyone participating in this year's Ramble. 
 
Please send a brief email to Milton Babirak at mbabirak@babirakcarr.com to let him know you are attending the 
Ramble and whether you will be registering for the sail as well. 
Thanks,  

Milton Babirak 
Membership Chairman, Chesapeake Chapter, NEMGTR 
47539 Coldspring Place, Sterling, VA  20165 / 703-501-7924 / mbabirak@babirakcarr.com 
 
 

 
 

Our Club Symbol --- A Real Chesapeake Bay Skipjack, Underway 
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Technical & Historical & Humor Articles for this TSR Issue 

A Dozen Steps for Preparing Your MG for Spring 

By Charlie Adams, TSR Technical Editor 

1. Start with the brakes by checking your brake fluid level.  If the fluid in the master cylinder is down at all from full, 
look carefully for leaks at the wheel cylinders.  If you notice dampness at the master cylinder or a wheel cylinder, 
rebuild or replace it.   

2. Every few years, the brake system should be bled to replace the brake fluid.  Brake fluid, except for silicone fluid, 
accumulates water, which over time will rust steel brake lines and brake cylinders.  If one cannot remember when the 
brakes were last bled, do it again. 

3. Take a moment to check the steering system for looseness.  On TDs and TFs, take a look at the steering rack 
universal joint, which consists of the three bolts, nuts and six rubber pads. If the steering is obviously loose, investigate 
and consider if parts need replaced before putting the car in service.  

4. Take a moment to quickly look at the fan belt and cooling system hoses.  If you see signs of deterioration or 
seepage, consider whether to replace them soon or before the next long distance drive.   

5. How long has it been since the anti-freeze was changed? If 5 years or more, drain and flush the cooling system.  

5. If your engine oil is dirty, plan on changing the oil and filter after the engine warmed up.    

6. Next, if your car has been sitting for a few months over the winter, remove the spark plugs and spin the engine 
briefly until oil pressure registers on the gauge.  This will assure good lubrication on initial start-up.  Also, a quick 
looking at the plugs will provide insight into how efficiently each cylinder has been operating.  Once oil pressure 
shows on the gauge replace the plugs. 

7. Now start the engine.  I often now use a short shot of starting fluid on engines that have not been run for months.   

8. Perhaps you will want to adjust the carburetors if the spark plugs show signs of running lean or rich.  Keep in mind 
our engines run a bit cooler if the mixture is slightly rich.  Also, once an engine is running well, it is usually 
unnecessary to change the SU settings for lengthy periods of time.   

9. As the engine idles and after shutting it off, look carefully around the carburetors for fuel leaks and assure the float 
bowls do not overflow.  Look under the carbs as well to inspect the where the jets enter the carburetors.  I’m tolerant of 
a slightly damp jet but drips should form there.  

10. Check and add air to the tires as necessary.  Are the tires aging…sidewall cracks are dangerous and indicate it’s 
time to replace the tires.   

11. Lubricate the door hinges and locks, making sure the doors are fully closing to the second step of the striker.  Also, 
it’s a good idea to check the lights, especially the brake lights.  

12. Finally, take off on a short test drive.  Make sure the brakes and steering feel excellent. Perhaps you will want to 
adjust the valves if they are noisy. 
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Jumping In With Both Feet – Restoration of My 1949 MGTC – Installation Nr 4 

Steve Woodall, Your Smiling Editor 

As faithful TSR readers will recall, I began this discussion of my MGTC restoration in our Summer 2014 Edition of 
The Square Rigger.  Over the winter, since last December, I confess that I was not able to make time to get much more 
progress made.  Other priorities prevailed.  I hereby pledge that over the next three months, progress will resume!  

With all the bodywork and body painting complete, the work that remains largely involves rebuilding the engine, 
replacing the transmission with a five-speed, rewiring, and reassembly of the body, the interior, and the hood.   I look 
forward to having it done for the Fall Ramble this year.   That’s my goal! 

Window Shopper --- MG-T Series Cars 

With Thanks to Classic Motor Sports Magazine, January 2015 Edition 

 

Written by Tom Suddard, from the Jan. 2015 issue 

Source: http://classicmotorsports.net/articles/window-shopper-mg-t-series/  

The MG T series is an easy car to describe: There’s one at every car show, and it looks 20 years older than it actually 
is. Look past the old-school exterior, though, and you’ll find, well, old school underpinnings. The MG T series started 
with the MG TA in 1936, and over the next four generations and 20 years it kept its prewar character and classic 
design relatively unchanged. 
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Meanwhile, American-made cars progressed from small engines and swooping fenders to full-bodied highway 
cruisers. But that doesn’t mean you should overlook the T series. Instead, it means you should buy one. These cars 
have everything necessary for driving, and nothing more. They’re sports cars in their purest form. 

The first postwar MG, the TC, still looked like the old TB. And it shared the same engine, too–albeit with slightly 
higher compression. However, the TC did have a few notable upgrades: a wider cockpit, and normal leaf springs in the 
front suspension. Yes, we just described a solid axle with leaf springs as an “upgrade.” 

Its biggest change was where it was sold: This was the first T series sold in the U.S., albeit only with right-hand drive. 

Though the TC was still stuck in the 1930s, Americans didn’t seem to care. TCs were a welcome respite from the 
gigantic cars of the ’40s. They were light–about 1700 pounds–simple, and fun. Add in a bunch of young men with 
disposable income returning from war, and it’s no surprise that 10,000 TCs were built before the TD came along 
in 1950. 

The TD’s 1250cc engine was a carryover, but the chassis was all new. The body was lower and wider, and the solid 
front axle was gone–replaced by wishbones and coil springs. Out back, the frame was raised, giving the rear springs 
more room to move. The result was a more comfortable, better handling car. 

Also on the chopping block were the giant wire wheels. Instead, the TD sported smaller, modern steel wheels. The 
final touch? Left-hand drive, a feature that was guaranteed to make the TD an even bigger hit in the U.S. About 30,000 
units were produced, making this the most common T series. 

In 1953, the final T series was introduced, the TF. The TD’s chassis and running gear were carried over, but the body 
was decidedly modern. The grille was swept back, and the headlights were built into the fenders. 

However, the TF’s improvements weren’t enough. The Triumph TR2 and Austin-Healey 100-4 were also introduced 
in 1953, and they were simply more modern cars. To compensate, MG increased the TF’s displacement in 1954, 
stuffing 1466cc under the hood of the cleverly named TF 1500. 

1955 marked the end of the T series, though, and the beginning of the new era. The MGA was introduced, and with it 
the MG Car Company had finally abandoned the 1930s for good.  

Tom Suddard 

MG-T Shopping Advice 

John Twist started University Motors Ltd. in 1975, and he’s been maintaining and restoring MGs ever since. His first 
MG was a 1953 TD, serial number TD28822. 

A good engine rebuild, including an aligned bore, will reduce oil leakage to occasional spots–but the engine will never 
be drip-free. Always use high-zinc oil, as this engine has a flat-tappet cam. Superchargers are available for those who 
want more power. 

The clutch has a carbon release bearing. Proper driving means pressing on the clutch pedal only when taking off from 
a stop or changing gears. 

Five-speed fully-synchronized gearboxes are available as an aftermarket option. 
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A great way to improve the handling of the TD and TF is by adding a front anti-roll bar and radial tires. 

The frames are steel, but the bodies are made of wood covered in sheet metal. It is not unusual to have some rotten 
wood, especially at the pillar at the rear of the door. Seat belts were not available originally, but three-point belts are 
easily fitted. 

John Twist 

University Motors Ltd. 
4571 Patterson Avenue SE 
Grand Rapids, MI 49512 
universitymotorsltd.com 
(616) 301-2888 
 
 
Paul Dierschow is the owner of Sports Car Craftsmen, a fantastic repair and restoration shop that sports a T series in 
its logo. 

People love these cars because they remind them of how motoring was in a bygone era. The first modification I’d 
recommend would be to the driver’s mindset. Change your expectations before you even get in the drivers’ seat. If you 
make it past those (mostly mental) hurdles, there are a few common weaknesses in the T series cars that often need to 
be fixed or examined. 

The clutch release is notorious for being abrupt, often screeching the tires upon take-up. The transmission mount is 
frequently saturated with oil, making it nearly useless. Additionally, a small link pin connecting the transmission tail 
housing to the rear mounting bracket is frequently damaged or missing. 

TD and TF rear axles are notorious for having loose nuts connecting the drums to the axle shafts, producing a 
horrendous clunk on braking or accelerating. Both of those parts are usually damaged when these symptoms are 
present and unfortunately, new drums are not currently available. 

Lastly, the door latch mechanisms are of a very poor design, causing the striker to be torn from its wood anchorage 
every time the door is slammed shut. Our solution is to make a reinforcement plate of 1/8-inch steel. That plate is then 
tucked between the wood buried inside the A-post and the outer body skin that covers it. Machine screws are then cut 
to precisely the correct length and installed with a thread locking product. 

Sports Car Craftsmen LLC 
5635 Kendall Court 
Arvada, CO 80002 
sportscarcraftsmen.com 
(303) 422-9272 
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Preview --- the Car Badge Design for Our 40th OBCD Event 

 

An Input for Future Reference, Thanks to Mike Lutz 
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Next, a Long Article on the Decline of the British Sports Car Empire 

Thanks to the MG Magazine, Edition Nr 51 
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Finding Out When Your MG-T Was Built (Re-Run, once more, in case you missed!) 

With Thanks to Rocky Van Dullen (Williamsburg MG-T Club) 

By going to the website below, I discovered that my MGTC (Chassis Number TC 9276) came off the production line 
on 16 July 1949, with original engine number XPAG 9851.  All you need to get your build completion date is go to the 
web site, and enter your Chassis Number.   
 
This is the (UK) M.G. Car Club's T-Register website, which has a feature showing production records, what little there 
are: 
 
 http://www.tregister.org/recall_page.php?req_page=records_home 
 
This information comes from a bound, handwritten ledger book now in the Club's keeping.  Rocky Van Dullen told me 
that he saw/held the original when at their HQ in Abingdon in 1994.  The only data captured was Chassis number, 
Engine number and Build date.  Nothing on paint, upholstery or destination.  How things have changed with data 
bases!  Rocky and Catherine Van Dullen have been the proud owners of TC2482 for 38 years! 
 

 
Extracts from the Brochure for the New MG6 

 
Go to this Web Site to Download Your Own Copy! 

 
http://mg.co.uk/news/2011/05/20/full-mg6-gt-brochure-available-to-download/  
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From the Pen of Dave Barry  

 

A Letter to My Daughter as She Becomes Eligible for a Florida Learner’s Permit 

Dear Sophie — 

So you’re about to start driving! How exciting! I’m going to kill myself. 

I apologize if you think I’m overreacting. But just because the State of Florida thinks you can drive a car, that doesn’t 

mean you actually can drive a car. As far as I can tell, after three decades on the roads of Florida, there isn’t anybody 

that the Florida Department of Motor Vehicles doesn’t think can drive a car. I cannot imagine what you would have to 

do to fail the driving test here.  

DMV OFFICER: OK, make a left turn here. 

TEST TAKER: Whoops.  

DMV OFFICER: (Writes something on clipboard.)  

TEST TAKER: Does that mean I fail the test?  

DMV OFFICER: Nah, she’s getting back up. You just clipped her.  

You may think I’m exaggerating the badness of the drivers down here, Sophie, but that’s because you haven’t been at 

the wheel of a car on the Palmetto Expressway going 60 miles per hour, traveling forward — which, as you will learn, 

is considered to be the traditional direction for vehicular traffic on expressways — only to encounter a vehicle, 

undoubtedly operated by a licensed Florida driver, going backward. And not on the shoulder, either. In your lane. This 

has happened to me more than once; it’s how some Miami drivers handle the baffling problem of what to do when you 

miss an exit. When ESPN shows a NASCAR highlight in which drivers collide at 150 miles per hour and a dozen cars 

spin out in a whirling mass of flaming wreckage, my reaction is: “Big deal. They were all going the same direction. 

Let’s see them attempt to drive on the Palmetto Expressway.”  

The State of Florida also does not seem to have a problem issuing licenses to drivers who are very elderly. I once had 

an eye exam during which the ophthalmologist was telling me about some of his older patients, who according to him 

were basically blind. He said: “I ask them, ‘How did you get here?’ And they tell me they drove. And I tell them, ‘You 

can’t drive. You can’t see.’ And they say, ‘How else am I supposed to get here?’ And I say, ‘I don’t know, but you 
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can’t drive, because you can’t see.’ And then they drive home.”  

I believe him. I once had a short but terrifying ride on the streets of South Florida in the backseat of a car driven by an 

elderly man. He was a perfectly nice person, but he had basically the same level of visual acuity as a corn dog. So he 

out-sourced the actual seeing part of driving to his wife, who sat in the passenger seat and did her best to keep him 

posted on what was going on out there in the mysterious region beyond the windshield.  

“You have a green arrow,” she’d say. “Go. Go. I said GO! No! Wait! Stop! STOP!!”  

So to summarize, Sophie: Many people who lack the judgment and/or physical skills needed to safely microwave a 

burrito are deemed qualified by the State of Florida to operate a motor vehicle. Also, there’s a big difference between 

how the Florida Driver’s Handbook says you should drive and how actual humans drive in Florida, especially South 

Florida. So to help you understand the mind-set you will encounter on the roads here, I’ve prepared this:  

REALITY-BASED FLORIDA DRIVER’S Q&A  

Q. I have noticed that some roads have more than one lane. What is the purpose of the extra lanes?  

A. To provide a place for you to swerve into while texting.  

Q. How is the turn signal used in Florida?  

A. It is used to indicate to other motorists that you do not realize your turn signal is blinking.  

Q. Could it also be used to signal your intention to turn or change lanes?  

A. Interesting! Nobody has ever tried that.  

Q. What is the best kind of food to eat while driving?  

A. Any food that can be eaten one-handed, so you still have a hand free for texting.  

Q. What if an emergency situation arises that might require me to operate the steering wheel?  

A. Use your forehead to honk the horn until the emergency has passed.  

Q. My car’s engine seems to have stopped and I hear a “burbling” noise. What could be causing this?  

A. Are you a senior citizen?  
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Q. Yes.  

A. You have driven into a swimming pool.  

Q. I am a young male idiot who prefers to drive at a high rate of speed in densely populated areas while texting. How 

loud should my sound system be? 

A. It should emit individual bass notes capable of killing a dog at 50 yards. 

Q. I’ve had a few drinks. How can I tell if I should drive?  

A. Take this simple test: Are you wearing your underpants on your head?  

Q. Not MY underpants, no.  

A. Then you are good to go.  

Q. What is all that shouting?  

A. Are you a senior citizen?  

Q. Yes.  

A. You have struck a pedestrian.  

 
 
 

Spring in Washington, DC --- Here, at Last! 
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Membership Registration Form 

1. The form on the following page can be used to send your information to the Chesapeake Chapter of the New 
England MG-T Register for Membership Registration or other information requests.  

2. Please note that we will never supply your information to a third party, will never use your information for 
telemarketing, and will use your information solely for membership application/registration purposes.  

3. You must print, fill-out and mail the form to the address specified below.  You may do this by clicking here or 
by clicking on the form below (this requires the free Acrobat Reader).  

4. Our organization is a local chapter of the New England MG 'T' Register, so we must require that all Chapter 
Members also be members in the "Register." If you do not belong to the "Register," please request information 
and application forms by contacting  the "Register's" specific website: http://www.nemgtr.org/join.htm 

Additional Notes: 

1. Note that you do not need to own an MG T-type --- all that is required for membership is an interest in MG T-
type and other classic automobiles!  

2. Please include all letters and numbers shown in the car and engine number boxed on the "maker's" plate.  
3. TD owners please note that there are three boxes on your "maker's" plate; include the information from all 

three.  
4. If the engine is a replacement, list the number of the engine actually in the car.  
5. This information is needed for the chapter's records and to correct and update the Register's files.  
6. Incomplete forms will be returned to you via your provided address, for needed corrections.  
7. If you have additional MGs, please attach additional forms as required. 

Please make check payable to: Chesapeake Chapter NEMGTR --- 
Send check to:  Chesapeake Chapter NEMGTR c/o Milton Babirak, 47539 Coldspring Place,  

Sterling, VA 21065-7446 
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TSR Advertisements 
 

Editor’s Note: Members of the Chesapeake Chapter of the NEMGTR are encouraged to submit classified ads free of 
charge to the Editor via e-mail or snail mail at one of the addresses shown on page 2.  Photographs are also accepted --
- digital pictures are the easiest to deal with, however!  Please let us know the results of your ad (did you make the 
sale, or find what you were looking for?).   Also, let the Editor know whether you want it to appear just once, or in 
follow-on issues of our TSR Newsletter. 
 
Car For Sale:  1956 TR-3A (small mouth grille) (Serial Nr TS11827L0) --- see picture below --- the car is in good 
running condition --- just purchased new tires --- thinking @ price in mid-twenties --- if you are interested, please 
contact Ruth Renkenberger at 410-822-6061 or renk@atlanticbb.net  
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